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The sentences include words from the Dolch 220 Pre-Primer and Primer high-frequency  
word lists that have been explicitly taught in the Countdown lessons.

What are dictation sentences?
Dictation sentences help students practice spelling each word in a sentence, 

one by one.

What kinds of words are in the sentences?
Most of the words in the sentences are decodable. That means they only 

contain the concepts students have learned up to and including that particular 

unit, so students should be able to spell the words up to and including the 

last unit they were taught. There are also some high-frequency words in each 

sentence. Although students have learned these words in their Countdown 

lessons, they may or may not have mastered these words already. If students 

cannot spell a non-decodable high-frequency word, you may help them with 

that word by providing the letter(s) the student cannot spell independently.

Countdown Sentences for Dictation

Unit 19 

1.   I hug the pup. (4)

2.   Zip up the top. (4)

3.   Sam ran with Tom. (4)

Unit 20 

1.   Shut the red tin. (4)

2.   Come fish with Jim. (4)

3.   Rush the dish here. (6)

Unit 21

1.   Go run a lap. (4)

2.   Shop for a thin mug. (5) 

3.   The dog will get a bath. (6) 

Unit 22

1.   Did Dad have cash? (4)

2.   I will mop the path. (5)

3.   Do not rub that rash. (5)

Unit 23

1.   Chad had a wish. (4)

2.   It had a mesh top. (5)

3.   Do not chug that pop! (5)

Unit 24

1.   Pack the red mug. (4)

2.   Jog up to the dock. (5)

3.   Thad will lock the shed. (5)

Unit 25

1.   Ben had a ham hash. (5)

2.   Jack will kick the ball there. (6)

3.   The shack is a mud hut. (6)

Unit 26

1.   Plan to help the frog. (5)

2.   Pump gas for the truck. (5)

3.   Do not crush the soft plum. (6)

Unit 27

1.   Prim ate a relish sandwich. (5)

2.   Where is that plastic trashcan? (5)

3.   Fred will finish the new comic. (6)

Unit 28

1.   The fresh pumpkin got stuck. (5)

2.   Do not unzip the fabric tent. (6)

3.   Check my backpack for the 

napkin. (6)

Underlined words 
are non-decodable 

high-frequency 
words that have been 
explicitly taught in the 
Countdown lessons.

The number in 
parentheses 

indicates the total 
number of words 
in the sentence.


